
Hormman BS Instruction
LEARNING CODE

► 1.Pressing the button of scimagic remote control , which you are going to store the code from original remote,
keep it pressed, pressing one of any other buttons 3 times, until the LED is illuminated red for 10s, release all of
buttons.

► 2.Placing the original remote on the left of sciamgic remote, as close as possible.

► 3.Pressing the button of original remote control, which you are going to copy code, until the led alternates flashing
in red and blue, check if the LED of sciamgic remote flashing in blue, if no, try to take it more close to the original
remote.

► 4.The learning procedure will be finished when the sciamgic remote fast flash in blue, release all of buttons.

► 5.Pls do the same procedure for the rest of buttons.

RESET：

Each button of remote control is assigned to a new radio code by means of the following steps.

>1.Removing the battery for 10s

►2.Pressing one button of remote control and keep it pressed

>3.lnserting the battery,

The LED slowly flashes in blue for 4s,
The LED flashes quickly in blue for 2s,
The LED is illuminated blue for a long time

► 4.Releasing the button of remote, all radio codes are newly assigned.

D Note: If the button of remote is released prematurely, no new radio codes will be assigned.

SETTING REMOTE WITH FIXED CODE 868MHZ；

► If keep pressing button of remote after the step of remote reset immediately, the fixed code with 868Mhz will be
activated.
The LED slowly flashes in red for 4s
The LED flashes quickly in red for 2s
The LED is illuminated red for a long time

► All radio codes are newly assigned.

D Note: If the button of remote is released prematurely, the BiSecur radio code will remain active.


